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1Introduction
Siaaons and Oose* (1957) finding that InetruotlonB to re-
•pond "llkt A pott* produced marked Inoreaees In frequenolee of
anlmlfitlo oonoepte was the first step in a long-term program
of reeearch aimed at experimental inolation of the more im-
portant determinants anlmiitio thinking. The present study -
the second step of this program -was oonoerned with (a) repli-
cation cf the apparent effect of an increase in the frequency
of anSraistlo responses under poet instruetlona, and (b) a more
direct test of the mediated-generaliiation account of the con-
ditions of occurrence of such responses proposed by Simmons
and Ooss. Before more spec&fLc consideration of these objectl^s,
however, pertinent results of largely descriptive and com-
parative studies of animistic thinking will be summarised.
Descriptive and comparative studies
' An historical survey of casual anecdotal or reflective
descriptions of animistic thinking can be found in Dennis
(1933) • Syttemat oi^^ and chron-
ological changes of animistic thinking began with Piaget
(1926, 192^5, 1929* 1930» 1933) characterized such thinking
as the tendency to regard objects, which are inanimate by
j
scientific criteria, as living and endowed with will. Sub-
••guentinveatl^ have adhered closely to this defini-
tion of animism (Johnson, 1955; Vlnacke, 1952).
Piaget *s protocols, obtained by what he termed "the
8oimical method," consisted of children's spontaneous speech
and conversation In "natural" social situations and of their
reactions In Interview and test situations. These protocols
were Interpreted as Indicating that evolution of animistic
concepts occurred In four relatively distinct developmental
stages; naoely (a) the belief that everything active In any
way, even If stationary. Is conscious (alive), (b) attribu-
tion of consclousneas or life to objects or things that can
move, and to them only, (c) considering only objects which
ove of their own accord, Independent of an outside agent,
as conscious or alive, and by ages 10 or 12 (d), the begin-
ning of awareness of making the rational distinction that
oonsclousnees Is an attribute of the animal world alone.
Plaget further hypotheslred that animistic thinking la a
manifestation of a genetically determined node of thinking
which Is characterised by lack of differentiation between
the physical and the psychic and by "aentimental reactions
due to egooentriclty and to the constant IntroJectlon which
this egooentriclty implies" (Plaget, 1S33, p. 539).
Table 1 summarises the more Important features - th«
purpose, data*gatherlng techniques, ^s, results, end. inter-
pretive conclusions - of a nuabar of invegtigations of vari-
ous aspeota of Plaget *s methods and findings. Haslitt
(I93O), Johnson and Joeey (1931-32) » Abel (1932), Deutsche
(1937) » wi<l Oakee (19^7) were primarily concerned with the
validity of Plaget *s general hypotheses of the evolution of
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thought prooeasea and/or of hie I7 oategorlee of thought
(causality). Data on animism were obtained Incidentally or
were Important only In so far ae relevant to these more
basic hypotheses. The remaining studies focused on oharao-
terlstlos of the occurrence of animistic thinking in chll-
dren» In senescent adults » and in college students*
4 Haslltt (1930) was unable to discern Plagct's four
ftagts In ohlldrens* responoes to the stimuli and questions
of an Individual testing situation. The animistic responses
which did occur were ascribed to Inability to see relations,
which, In turn, was viewed as due simply to l&ck of experi-
ence. Furthermore, Pla^jet's notion of a marked discontinu-
ity between ohlldrens* and adults* thought processes was
attributed to hie overestlmatlon of verbal expression as a
measure of thinking and to his exaggeration of the lot,loal-
Ity of adult thought. Since Johnson jjid Joeey (I93I-32), ^
who used Piaget*s clinical method, also failed to substan-
tiate most of hie claims, Ha8litt*s contredlotory results
cannot be ascribed entirely to differences in data-gathering
techniquec
,
Iq Abel (1932) observed Plaget'a oatefc^oriee of Jaxtapo-
•Ition, syncretism, as well as 0 general reversion to pre-
logloal or Infantile modes of verbal expression in adults.
Because such types of thinking were directly related to the
oomplcxity of the material to be comprehended and remembered,
however, she concluded that this was a more important factor
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than ag».
7 Peutsohe (1937) w&» unable to readily olaselfy re-
spontaa of children aocordln^i to Placet soheme of I7 types
of oaueal relatione. Naturalletlo explanations Increased
and aystic, anthropomorphic, and phenomenal Istlc accounts of
phenomena decreased with age. Animistic answers were Infre-
quent. The 17 categories could not be used for olaaslflca-
tlon of explanations of natural phenomena proffered by the
children of Oakes* (19^7) study. Nor was there eupr^rt for
?laget*e notions of a atagewlse development and qualitative
differences between the modes of thinking of children and
adulta. Thus, four of five studies have failed to obtain
findings which are corroborative of various aspects of
Plaget*s general hypotheses.
Additional negative evidence has been reported by Mead,
who found that tendencies of i-lanus children to spontaneous
anlBietio thought were less than those of adults of that
culture. She concluded that such responses are caused by "a
potentiality of human mentality under special cultural con-
ditions*' (1932, p, 239) rather than by intellectual Ira-
Baturity per se,
^ In 1939, ?^U88ell and Dennis (1939) described a standard-
ised technique for investigating animism in which 20 actual
objects or words served as stimuli for responses of living
(yes) or non-living (no). Children's responses to these
items could be classified In terms of Plaget's four
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d«velopni«ntfkl stages. Subsequently, the sane or similar
testing procedures have yielded ooiiparable responses by
other .^erlcan white olilldren of urbaii, suburban, and rural
bacJcgrounds (Kotula, 19^9; Tnissell, IQUOa; riusaell, 19iK)b)j
a child of high mental cepaolty and special nature training
(Dennis, 19^?), Hopl (Dennis, 19^3), and Zunl (Dennis 4
Rttseell, I9U0) children, and feeble-^rilnried ^s (Russell,
Dennis & Ash, I9U0)
.
Therefore, these inveetltjators con-
cluded that ?lsget»8 four-stage hypothesis was supported by
the flevelopmental. trends of anlmlstlo responses of children
of diverse cultural backgrounds. Pruce (19^^!) came to a
similar conclusion regarding anlmlstlo x*esponses of Negro
children
.
Anlmlstlo responses have also been observed In oriental
children ( Huang, 19^3; Kuang & Lee, 19^5). However, the
Interpretation of these responses and whether they can be
categorized In termc of Piaget's ctages are controversial
(Strauss, 1951)
.
Ruesell (19^2) modified the Kussell and Dennis pro-
cedure for use with c^roups of older children. Their re-
•ponses exhibited the same stages of animism as those of
younger children. Kotula (19^) confirmed these observa-
tions. Responses to the test of animism of 75 per cent of a
group of adults, 70 years of age or older, could be placed
at a childhood level of development (Dennis & Malllnger,
10*^9), Those differences between childhood and senescence
Xi
whloh did exlet were attributed to the larger vooabularlee
and better maetery of lan^;uage In the aged,
Dennis (1953) reported that from 12 to per cent of
various groups of college students gave anlmlstlo responses
to one or more words of an anlmlstlo test list. In order to
determine whether Dennis' results were peculli r to his test*
ing procedure, Crannell (195^) administered a multiple-
choice test of animism. Answers consistent with Dennis'
findings were obtained; they Indicated that a large proror*
tlon of Crannell' 8 S^e were unable to make precise discrimi-
nations with resDOct to the nature of life. Subsequently,
Bell (195^) reported that scores for Dennis' and Crannell 's
tests were positively correlated. However, comparable S^s
tended to give somewhat fewer animistic responses to
multiple-choice questions,
Lowrle (195^) maintained that college students' Igno-
rance of criteria of life was the primary reason for their
considering Inanimate things to be living. Accordingly, he
explained these criteria and their use to his class In
general biology throughout one semester. Administration of
a test similar to that used by Dennis at the end of the
••mester yielded oomperable results and Imilcated that his
special Instruction had not been markedly successful. How-
ever, animistic thinking was still considered a consequence
of ignorance complemented by negligible transfer of learning.
The reasons for the animistic responses obtained by
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Vo«lis (195^) frequently involved referenoee to attributes
eoramon to raejny living and nonliving; things, ahe ooncluded,
therefore, that mistakes in reaooning and semantic oonfu-
siona rather than an underlying animietio mode of thought
were responsible for animistic responses
«
These findings of animistic responses in natural con-
texts and in a vide range of test situations by es of vary-
ing ages and cultural backgrounds served as the starting
point for nimmcne and Qoss* (1957) investigation. Con-
cluding that animistic responsee could be considered a veil-
established descriptive f&ot, they proposed that more pre-
else specification of emtecedents of such responses was re-
quired. Therefore, frequency of animistic responses to 10
of Dennis* test words was investigated as a function of
(a) prior exposure to those words in scientific, animistic
(poetic metaphors), or soientifio-animistio sentence con-
texts, and (b) regular instructions or such instructions
plus further statements to respond "like a scientist*' or
"like a poet," Animietio responsee to one or more test
words were obtained for 6^ per cent of his 255 s»« o^t
ins true tione increased the mean number of animistic re-
sponses from 1.6o to 6.27. however, neither sentence con-
texts nor Interaction of contexts and instructions had dif-
ferential effects, sex, rell£jion, and extent of scientific
background were also unrelated to animistic responses.
Occurrence of animistic responses was attributed to
20
r««pon8«-ra«dlated general 1 Eation. Growth, aoveaent, povePi
bmmtt and beauty, and other properties common to many living
and non-llvlni. thlnga - the •reaeons" for anlmlstlo re-
•pontes - were the ooetulated medlatlnf^ Drocesaes. x^oet In-
structions were considered cues for Ba* Increased use of
such reasons which In turn produced more frequent anlmlstlo
responses*
Animistic responses have been most recently observed In
college and high school students of the Near East (Dennis,
1957 )» in University of Hawaii undergraduates (Crowell &
Dole, 1957) and In Swedish children 7-10 years old (Klln-
berg, 1957).
gpeolflc theory e^nd objectives
Theory .—The present Investigation was designed to test
Slnnons and Ooss* mediated generalisation explanation of the
occurrence of animistic responses. Figure 1 shows the
postulated stimulus-response components and interrelation-
ships in relatively complete fashion. It Is assumed that
•aoh word of the test list (and, although not shown, the ob-
jects to which they refer as well) evoke responses from one
or more of three response classes: soientifio criteria, ani-
mistic reasons, and extraneous associations. The latter
class has been labeled extraneous simply because it Is a
residual one oonBlsting of ill associations not included in
the first two oategoriee. Classified as scientific criteria
are -contractility," ••irritability,'' "metabolism, •• and
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rig, 1 oontlnued; K«y to Componentt and CondltlonB or
Funotlons.
Componentfl
s^t test words
Sri regular Instructions
Spt post Instructions In addition to regular Instructions
Ssol' oclentlst Instructions In addition to regular In-
structions
Rr3: response to regular instructions and resultant stimuli
RpSj response to poet Instructions in addition to regular
instructions and resultant stimuli
RSoi^: response to scientist Instructions in addition to
regular instructions and resultant stimuli
RscSs scientist response and resultant stimuli
Ry^B: animism response and resultant stimuli
ReaS: extraneous association and resultant stimuli
R^B; "living response and resultant stimuli
R^lS: "nonliving*' response and resultant stimuli
Ry: "yes" response on animistic test
R|]: "no" response on animistic teat
Condi tlons or Punotions
(a) Strength of associations between test words and responses
in each of those response classes
(b) J^esenoe of stimuli produced by responses to regular
instructions
(0) Strength of associations between instruction-induced
stimuli and criteria, reason, or extraneous responses
(d) Strengths of associations to those cues
(e) Degree of differences between sets of responses to
either instruction and between their respective sets of
response-produoed stimuli
(f) Strengths of associations between stimuli produced by
those responses suid criteria, reason, or extraneous
responses
(g) Occurrence of criteria, reason, or extraneous responses
(h) strengths of aseoclatlons between responses of "living"
or "nonliving" and stimuli produced by these responses
(1) Strengths of aosociatlons between "living" and ohecJcing
the "yes" column and between "nonliving" and checking
the "no** column
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"reproduction" or their negation©. Iqulvalent phrases ar«
also aooeptable. These words or phrases may be correctly oi
Incorrectly applied to parti cultir objects.
Animistic reasons are those responses which Sa t.lve as
reasons for considering test objects or words living, in
general, they are properties common to both living and non«
living things. Examples of these are "movement," "power,"
"heat," and "beauty." Extraneous associations or responses
such as "morning," to sun and "night" to stars, which are
neither criteria' words nor reasons for animistic responses,
might also occur, lovevcr, regular test Instructions might
markedly reduce the number of these aseoclatlone
.
Stimuli produced by scientific criteria or animistic
reasons responses to test words might often evoke responses
of "life," "living," "alive" or their oppoeltes. Again,
regular test Instructions could be expected to reduce or
eliminate other classes of responses which the stimuli pro-
duced by criteria or reasons responses would arouse under
1. ^ot all blolo^;^ista, biochemists, and blophyslcists would
agree that all or any combination of these characteris-
tics of "llvln^i" things are the most basic or critical
differentiae between the "llvlnt;" and 'nonliving,'' In
fact, no qualitative differentiae may prove satisfactory.
These ch^jracteristics are, however, cited frequently
(Anthony, 19^6; Carlson & Johnson, 1953; -tackpole &
Leavell, 1553) • ' urther, the specific characteristics of
the living or words for those characteristics arc not
critical to the nature of the present analysis of condi-
tions which determine the occurrence of responses of
"living," or "nonliving" to -^ords referrlni^ to or to
actual animate or Inanimate things.
somewhat different conditions.
Regular Instructions presumably elicit responses which,
In most Oa. oerslst throughout the teat. Stimuli produced
by these Instructions, It has been assumed, limit the number
and/or type of criteria and reasons responses and also of
responses to the stimuli produced by criteria and reasons
responses. By arousing dissimilar sets of responses and,
therefore, response-produced stimuli, oelentist or poet in-
structions aay bring about further restrictions. Specif1-
oally, stimuli produced by responses to the stimulus 'like a
scientist*' Bay oontrlbute to the ovooGtion of reproduction,
metabolism, and other eoientlflc criteria. And movement,
power, and other animistic reasons may be direct or Indirect
consequenoea of the cue "like a poet.**
Instructions to check the "yes" column, If the objects
referred to are "living," and the "no" column, if they are
''nonliving,'* presumably cissure occurrence of one or the
other instrumental response to each test word.
Whether scientific criteria, animistic reasons, or
extraneous assoolations are e voiced by test words, then, will
be determined by the (a) strength of associations between
test words and responses in each of those respoase classes,
(b) presence of stlnull produced by responses to regular in-
structions, and (o) strenfeths of associations between regular
Instruction-Induced stimuli and criteria, reason, or extrane-
ous responses. Additional Instruction cues of "like a
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aclentlet" or nike a poet" Introduce the (d) atrtngths of
response 8 to those cues, (e) de^^ree of differences between
eets of responses to "llite a eolentiat" and to "like a poet"
and between their reepeotlve sets of response-produced stim-
uli, and (f) otrengtha of associations between stimuli pro-
duced by those responses and criteria, reasons, £.nd extrane-
ous responses. 'Presumably, the soleatlfio criteria are most
strongly associated with stimuli produced by responses to
"llKe a scientist," whereas stimuli produced by responses to
"like a poet" are most likely to eliolt aiiimistio reasons or
extraneous responses.
Hesponses of "living" and the like or "nonliving" and
its synonyms may be in part functions of these conditions.
] rimes are used to designate these functions. Also, these
responses might be determined by tiie (^) occurrence of cri-
teria reasons, or extraneous responses and (h) strengths of
associations between responses of "living" or "noiillvinfT;"
and stimuli produced by responses of (g). Finally, (1)
strengths of associations between "living** and checking the
"yes" column and between "nonliving" and checking the "no"
column may sometimes be important; because of instructions,
high associative stren^^ths are ordinarily sesumed.
Little direct evidence eitiier In support of or incon-
sistent with this formulation is presently available. Voeks
(1954) and aiaaons and Goss (1^57) found that Os give dif-
ferent reasons for anlialstlo than nonanlmistio responses,
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and that the formtr often referred to properties shared by
both living and nonliving things.
Simmons and Gose' failure to obtain differential ef-
fects of sclentlflo, animistic, and sclentlflo-anlmlstlc
sentence contexts may have reflected weak or no associations
between aspects of those contexts and mediating scientific
criteria or ani-nlstlc reasons and/or between contexts or
criteria and reasons response-produced stimuli on one hand
and responses of "living" or "nonliving" on tlie other.
There Buiy also have been Insufficient transfer from training
experiences to the test situation. Or, the sohematlted foi^
mulatlon In Figure 1 may be wholly or In part Invalid,
Poet Instructions produced an Increase In animistic re-
sponses while scientist Instructions had no noticeable ef-
fect. However, thin finding was not accompanied by observa-
tions of the occurrence of sets of responses to "like a
poet" which differed from those to "like a scientist."
Therefore, no direct evidence of differential responses to
these different Instructions was available.
A number of other concept-formation situations have
been analyzed In similar fashion (Fenn & Ooss, 1937« Osgood,
1933 )• However, the external stimuli, mediating stlrrtull and
responses, and solution responses of those tasks are seea-
Ingly quite dissimilar to presumed components of animistic
training and teet situations, *^oreover, data pertinent to
the validity of those analyses are Incomplete,
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Objectives .—Ther« were four general objectlvee with
reference to the diagrammatic scheme of Figure 1, The first
objective was to determine the effects on animlatlc re-
Bponeee of ©xperltaental strengthening of aesoclatione be-
tween teat words and tcientiflo criteria or animistic
reasons; that is* increasing factor (a). The scientific
criteria - nonoontraotile, nonmetabollo, nonirritable, and
nonreproductlve - were the negations of the four of the most
generally accepted biological criteria of life. "Movement,"
power," "beauty," and "heat" were the animistic reasons.
The second objective was to determine the effects on
animifltlo resDonsea of experimental strengthening of associ-
ations between words for scientific criteria or the animis-
tic reasons and responses of "living," "alive," or "life";
that Is, increasing factor (h). Here, strengthening of
scientific criteria responses and "life" responses consisted
of associations between "contractile," "irritability,"
"Betabollsm," and "reproduction" with "life," "living," or
"alive." Or, these responses were associated with the four
animlstlo reasons. In addition, the animistic test Was pre-
ceded by regular, scientist, or poet instructions. This
instruction condition presumably entailed factors b, o, d,
e, and f, and also b* , c', d» , e • , f • , which, within each
0tt, however, were confounded.
Although the main effect of instructions, specifically
of poet instructions, had been demonstrated in Simmons and
2i
OOiB* (1957) experiment, several oondltlone warranted the
third objective of this study, - replication of the effacta
of eoientlBt and poet Instructions on animistic roaponses.
One was to ascertain whether the very dramatic Increase In
mean number of animistic responses from I.60 to 6.27 would
again occur. If such was the case, poet Instructions would
be clearly established as a reliable technique to assure
high frequencies of animistic responses. In subsequent work
such high frequencies might often be more satisfactory base*
lines for measurement of the success of experimental at-
tempts to reduce the occurrence of animistic responses than
the markedly lower frequencies associated with regular or
scientist Instructions.
The fourth objective was to determine the effects on
animistic thinking of various combinations of (a) associa-
tions between test. words and oclentifio criteria or animis-
tic reasons, (b) associations between words for criteria and
reasons and responses of "living," "alive," or "life," and
(0) regular, poet or aolentlst Instructions. Lack of knovrl-
•dge of main and Interaction effects of these three experl-
B»ntal conditions precluded exact prediction of the rank-
order of all treatment combinations. However, the combina-
tion of animistic reasons, strengthening of responses of
•alive," "living, " and "life" to those reaoons, and poet In-
structions was expected to produce the largest nuaber of
animistic responses. The converse was anticipated for
•dentist ifiBtruotlona and experimental stren^^thenl^^ of
asflooiatlons between test words and scientific criteria
(••£•, nonmetabollo), and between "life" responaee and
Bolentlfio criteria (e.g., metabolisin)
. Other treatment
oomblnatlons were expected to produce intermediate valuee
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Method
Th0 270 3,8 from classes In Introduotoi^ psychology at
the University of 'aasaohusetta were pre-arranged randomly
to 27 experimental i_,roups of 10 each. All were naive with
reepeot to psyoholot^lcal literature on animistic thinking.
Although were of varying backgrounds with respect to the
type and number of secondary school and oolleglate science
courses which they had taken, most had or were completing at
least six hours of various oollege-level science courses,
gUaulua nuiterlals
Anlmlotlo t£st.-~Animistic responses were tested by a
list of 10 words: sun, clouds, eea» ll^htnln^;, wind, stars,
earth, match, pearl, gasoline. These were selected fron
among Hussell and Dennis* 20 test objects and words, and had
been previously employed by Sinmons and (Joss (1^57) » as well
as In research on schisophrenic thought et ^tler Hospital
In Providence, r^ode Island, The 10 words appeared In the
first of the four columns of the animistic test sheet (see
Appendix) . The second and third columns provided space for
to check "yes" for living, or "no" for nonliving, respec-
tively, as responses to instructions to indicate whether
•the object referred to is living or nonliving." Reasons
for "yes" or "no" responses to each word wers written in the
fourth column.
The reliability of test aooven haa been determined in
two ways. Plret, aoores made Ly & random sample of 6o ^e
during participation In the experiment were correlated with
their Boores on the teat when administered in a olasBroom
iltJiatlon two months later. Thla teal-retest value was ^.7?.
Also, the test was divided Into halves which had easentlally
equivalent total scores and distributions of aoores for the
five words of each. Siranons and CJoss (I957) found a corre-
lation of +.^3 between these halves; the value for the pres-
ent study was These coefficients yield spllt-li^lves
estimates of the reliability of the lO-v;ord teat of +«91 and
•.90, respectively (Oullford» I95O).
Palred-aasoolates lists Table 2 ^resents the paired-
associates lists for atrengthenln£i associations between sci-
entific criteria and responses of "life,'* "alive," "living,"
and between animistic reasons and the same responses.
Power» movement, and heat were used as anlralstlo
reasons because they were unitary words, applicable to most
of the test words, and frequently given as reasons for ani-
mistic responses ('Immons & Qoas, 1957)* "Beauty" was added
to have a more appropriate word for "pearl" as well as ona
word with relatively few physical-chemical associations.
In order to counterbalance possible effects of speolflo
stimulus-resoonse associations, three subllsts were con-
structed 80 that aaoh response word was paired with each
stlraulun word. Four different random orders of the paired-
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Table 2
Palred-asBoolate* Llste for Aesoolatlona between Solentlfio
Criteria or Anlmlstlo Reatone and "Life** Heeponeee
Type of
Stimuli
rtiraulue (Criteria) Hesponee (Concept)
Contractile life living olive
nolentlflo
Irrltftble
Metabollo
alive life living
living alive life
Reproduction olive life living
f'tlmulus ^ ''reasons) fiesponse (Concept)
Beauty alive life living
Anlmietio
Heat
Movement
living alive life
fdive living life
Power life living alive
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atsoolatee of eaoh sublitt were then prepared to nUnlmize
©ffeota of serial learning.
The palred-asBoolateB lleta for strengthening aeeoola-
tlons of tef?t ^-nr.l atlmull to Bolentlflo criteria or anlmle-
tlo reasons reav-onGes are ahown In Table J. The four aolen-
tlflc criteria were randomly aaalencd to the 10 test words.
Whenever poaelblo, however, frequently given reaaone for
animistic reaponaea to particular words were assigned aa re-
sponses to those words (Blramons & Gobs, 1957). Serial
learning was mlnlrnlzed by use of four different random
ordere of the pairs of eaoh list.
Flenoefortti, the former Hate (Table 2) will be desig-
nated "life reeponseD lists** end the latter (Table 3) as
"criteria-reasons llets." ?oth sete %;ere presented by a
group technique recently devletd by Galtz and Meyer (1955).
This technique required preparation of a set of learning
booklets and a test booklet for each of the ttiree subllsts
of the two life responses lists and for eaoh of the two
orIterla-reasons lists.
Faoh learning booklet consisted of either four pagtt,
one for eaoh of the palred-aasoolatea of the life responses
lists, or 10 pa^es* one for each of the criteria-reasons
lists, rinoe there were four random orders of each of the
life responses and criteria-reasons Hate, four booklets,
•aoh pi*e senting the pairs of a fclven list In different
random orders, were oonatruoted for eaoh list. These sete
3^
Table 3
Palrod-aaaoolatea Lists for Aasoolatlono between Test vorde
and Sclentlflo Criteria or Animistic Reaeons
Solentlfio Llet Animistic List
Stimulus Beepono© Stimulus esponse
Sun Hon Irritable Bun Heat
Clouds Non contractile Clouds Beauty
S«a Mon reproductive a#a Movement
Lightning Non contractile Lightning Power
Wind Non oontraotlle Wind Movement
Stars i^on metabolic Stars Beauty
Earth i^on reproductive Earth Movement
Matoh Non reproduotlve Match Heat
Pearl Hon irritable P«arl Beauty
Gkisollne ^Jon metabollo Gasoline Power
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of four orders of eaoh 11 et were numbered and stapled to
different quadrants of a S 1/2 x 11 in. sheet of heavy
posterboard.
The test booklets for life responses and orlterla*
reasons lists were five or 10 pages, respectively. Eaoh
pape consisted of a list of only stimulus members of the
palred*associates In the same order af^ they had appeared In
the Just preceding learning booklet. The test booklet for
eaoh list was stapled on the side of the posterboard oppo-
site the learning booklets,
'questionnaire .->»A questionnaire (see Appendix) was pre-
pared to determine whether Ss (a) attribute different sets
of characteristics to poets than to scientists, and (b) In-
dicate or believe that scientists are more likely than poets
to use scientific criteria as responses to test words and
that poets are more likely them scientists to give animistic
reasons for responses to test words*
This questionnaire was based on a preliminary study In
which a somewhat different questionnaire (see Appendix) was
administered to kO college sophomores enrolled In the Intro-
ductory psychology course. The objectives were: (a) to ob-
tain rank-orders of V>b familiarity with the greatest poets
and folentlsta of all times of any country or language,
(b) to ascertain the traits or attributes which these Bs
felt best described potts and scientists, and (c) to deter-
mine how college sophomores think poets and scientists would
36
d«iorlb« or oharaoterlze the objects or happenings to which
the words of the animistic test refer.
Pro#idttre
Table suounarlzes the three-dimensional factorial de-
sign employed. One factor consisted of conditions of aesocl-
atlng scientific criteria (3) or animistic reasons (a) with
life responses; that Ib, learning one or the other of the
life responses palred-aflsoolates* In addition, thiere was a
no-learnlng or control (C) condition. The second factor
consisted of learnln either scientific criteria (so^) or
animistic reasons (An) responses to test words and a no-
learnlng or control (Co,) condition. r.ach of these nine
combinations of acquisition of life responses and/or cri-
teria-reasons was combined with scientist ( Soi ) , poet (v)
,
and regular (R^) Instructions •
The sequences of letters within each of the 27 cells of
Table ^ are the abbreviations which will be used to desig-
nate particular treatment combinations. For examx>le, A-An-P
represents the combination or group which learned associa-
tions between animistic reasons and life responses (M,
acquired animistic reasons responses to words (An), and was
Instructed to respond like a poet (P).
All 10 ^s within each of the 27 treatment combinations
were run simultaneously. Table 5 shows the order of occur-
rence of these 27 oomblnatlons both within and among even-
Inge. Three combinations were administered on each evening.
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Table 5
Order of Ooourrenoe of the 27 Experimental Combinatlone
both Within and Among Evenlnga
-rder of eaaions
Eyenlnge
—
-
A»An-P C-Co-Bcl
A-30-P C-An-3cl
8-An-H A-C9*?
_3»An»P A*Co«»noi
A-An-Sol C-Co-R 3*Bo»P
S«'Oo*P A«»SO-3ol C~An-R
B-Oo^Ool A«»3o>R C-Ajv-P
A-Co^R
C»Co~F S««^0»S0l
«aoh condition of each factor preoedtd and followed other
conditions of that factor an approximately equal number of
tlraee. Thus, differential consequences of 8e of one combi-
nation passing Information to 3b of subsequent combinations
were counterbalanced for roain effects and first-order Inter-
actions. This was not the ease for the second-order inter-
action. The usual precaution of warning Ss not to tell any-
thing of what hapnened to them to anyone else was taken.
Questioning of selected Ss indicated that this request had
been oboerved, at least Insofar as their answers were repre-
sentative and valid.
Specific procedures for the adminlfltration of the two
associative learning tasks, the animistic test, and the
questionnaire are described below.
Associationa between criteria or reasons and life re-
sponses .-^30 were given five trials to learn either scien-
tific criteria-life responses or animistic reasons-life re-
sponses lists. ^'Ive trials was selected on the basis of
preliminary experimentation which indicated that» on the
average » £s would be making 90 cent correct responses by
the fifth trial. J^'lne groups learned the science oriterJa-
11 fe responses list and an equal number acquired those re-
sponses to animistic reaf^ons.
The le.'irnlng aaterlals were placed on the arms of the
chairs in which 3s were seated. They were instructed to
study and learn the lists so that when given the first or
ho
BtlmuluB word alone, the eecond or ree^onee word of each
pair could be correotly written ( aee Appendix for epeolflo
Inetructlone)
.
on the first trial 3e were told to use a
particular booklet. This was randomly selected. When sig-
nalled to start, the ooyr page of that booklet was turned
and Ha looked at the first pair of associates. On a signal,
U sec. later, tiiey turned to the second pair which was also
eeen for h sec. After the last pair had been seen for k
eo«, turned over the posterboard and attempted to write
the correct response member after eaoh of the four stimulus
words alone. :ixteen sec. were allowed for those resr^onses.
During the 3CVBeo. Intertrlal Interval, the fllled-ln page
of the test booklet was torn off and passed to £*8 assistant.
The remalnlne^^ four trials were administered In the same
manner. Order of use of the booklets was random.
Agsoolfvtlon of test words with solentlflo criteria or
cjilrnletlc reasons responge& .— Ppel 1mlnary experimentation
had Indicated that ^s would acquire solentlflo criteria or
animistic reasons responses to test words at about equal
rates and that, on the average, a level of 90 per cent or
more correct aasoolatlons would be achieved by the tenth
trial. Nine groups learned the test word-scientific cri-
teria list, three imediately after acquiring the scientific
orlterla-life responses asBOclatlons, three immediately
after acquiring animlstlo reasons-life responses associa-
tions, and three with no prior learning experiences. The
hi
latter were the controls for the first learning Uek. Kln«
additional groups with similar •xporlenoes withi one or the
other life reeponseo lists or whloh had been oontrole,
learned teet word-animlstlo reasons associations. The samt
group technique for learnin<^ was used except that, on each
trial, Ss saw each one of the 10 pairs for H sec. each, and
for test lists they had ko sec. to write associations to
stimulus words alone.
Animistic test and set-indntiiig instructions .^'^Aff
»
life reaponees and/or criteria^reasons lists had been
learned, Sa were introduced to the animistic test with
eoientist ( BoI ) . poet (P), or regular (R) instructions (see
Appendix). The specific additional instructions for the
scientist set were:
"In deciding whether ttie object is llvlnf.; or
not living, I want you to respond or decide as if
you "i^ere a scientist. For examp3,e, Flnstein,
Kewton, iladaiQ Curie, or Pasteur Are there any
questions? All right, go ahead like a scientist
would
,
and those for the poet set were:
*'In deoidin^^ whether the object is living or
not living, I want you to respond or decide as if
you were a poet. For exaiaple, Shakespeare, Frost,
Lon^^fellow, or I'omer.^ Are there any Questions?
AH right, go ahead like a poet would
2. These solentlsts and poets were those mentioned moat fre*
quently in response to questione in the preliiilnary ques-
tionnaire to name the five (5) men or women you consider
to be the greatest flcientiete ( poets ) of all time of any
oountry or language.
As noted above, eaoh of these instruction conditions
was administered to each of the nine combinations of acqui-
sition of life responses and criteria-reasonB lists and of
their controls.
;ue8tlonnaire.-^All fJa took the questionnaire immedi-
ately after completion of the animistic test. The liet of
22 traits, which ran down the center of the first two pages,
was flanked on both sides by a column of blank spaces. Th»
heading of one column of blank spaces was "characterise
poets" and of the other, "characterixe scientists.** Ss were
instructed to proceed down each column of blank spaces and
to check those traits which they considered typical or char»
aoteristlc of either scientists or poets.
The If* at three pages eoneisted of a oenter column of 10
animistic test words. TJnder each word were to be found two
eolontifio and two animistic words or phrases which have
been used to characterize objects referred to by the test
words. The orders of ecientifio and animistic phrases under
eaoh test word were determined randomly. Each of ttie four
words or phrases under each test word was flanked on both
sides by a blank space. One of these columns of blank
spaces was headed '*poet would use" and the heading of the
other was "scientist would use." ^s were instructed to pro-
ofed down these columns end check each word or rhrnse ac-
oordint; to whether they ttiought a scientiot or poet would be
Siost likely to use that word or phraee to describe or to
^3
oharaoterlze th« object or events referred to by the aalrals-
tic test words*
Hesults
Associative learning
Ufe responses lists .— Table 6 summarltes means and ODs
of oorreot associations per trial between criteria or rea-
sons stimuli and "life" responses for all 13 groups on both
the fifth trial and for all five trials. Fifth trial means
varied from 3.6 to 4.0. Thus, all groups were responding at
or above a criterion of 90 per cent oorreot response. The F
of 1.25 (Table 7) for differences among these means was not
significant at the five per cent level
. Mean correct re-
sponses per trial for all five trials ranged from 3.I to 3.6
(Table 6), The F (Table 7) for cUfferenoes among these
means was also nonsignificant.
Crl terla or reasons lists .—Means and SDs of oorreot
asBoolatlons per trial between test word stimuli and cri-
teria or reasons responses for all 13 combinations both on
the tenth trial and for all 10 trials are summarlxed in
Table 6* Tenth- trial means varied from 8.6 to 10,0 or from
66 to 100 per cent correct, respectively. The F of I.96
(Table 9) for these differences was significant at less than
the .01 level. Inspection of Table S suggested that this F
reflected the occurrence of somewhat fewer correct scien-
tific criteria than animistic reasons responses. That this
was the case was Indicated by a ^ of 4.9^ (<.01; I76 df) for
the difference between the general mean of 9*0 for the nine
Table 6
in» and SDa of Numbere of Correct Reeponeee per Trial c
Dth the Fifth Trial and for all Five Trials for the Ig
Groups which Acquired
-Life- Hegponsea to Solentlflo
Criteria or Anloiletlo Reaeona Stimuli
Oroup
c
!> Trials 1-5
*'ean
t
t a!3.8 OA 3.3 1,0
u «u 3.4 1.0
A-Co-P 3.1 0.9
/^An-ticl 0.9
A-3o-Sol 3o 0.9
A~Co~SOi
J) ,0 0.7
A-An-R
• •^ 0 0 "7 1 1 ,0
A-SO;-R 0,0 1
0.0 i .u
S-An«-PSmSZL im • 1 0.6 ^•C 1 #0
n«3c-P 0.4 3.3 0,9
3-Go-P 3.5 0.4 3.1 0.9
9;»An-3el 0,0 3.3 1.0
S;-So-£0l 3.6 0,6 3.2 1,1
3.9 00 3.^ o.g
IriarS 3.6 0.6 3.3 0.9
3.^ 0,4 3.3 1.0
8-Cq»R 3.9 0.3 3.4 0,S
Table 7
Analysis of Variance of Means of Correct "Life" Aeaociatione
per Trial for the Fifth Trial and for all Five Trials
Trial 5 Trials I-5
Source df ——
—
—
-
m F MS F
Between groups
Within groups
Total
17
162
179
0.20 1,25
0.16
0.16 0.89
0.18
^1
Table S
Mtant and £D8 of Mumbere of Correct ReepontaB per Trial
on both the Tenth Trial and for all 10 Trials for the
13 aroupa which Acquired Colentlflc Criteria or
Anlmiatio Reaaone Responeee to Test >;orda
Oroup
Trial 10 Trials 1-10
Mean Mean
9.7 0.9 9.5 lA
9.2 i.h d.6 2.0
A*An-3oi 9.9 0.3 9.9 0.4
A»S<K'Joi 9.6 0.5 S.4 2.0
A-An-R 10 .0 0,0 9.7 1.2
A-So-R 9.0 1.8 S.X 2.2
3*An»F' 10.0 0.0 9.9 0.3
1.6 7.1 2.7
3*An- vioi 9.9 0.3 9.9 0,4
S~oO-3oi 9.0 i.g 7.6 2.7
8*-An^R 9.7 0.4 9.8 0.8
S-3C-R S.7 2.0 7.7 2.2
C-An-P 10,0 0.0 9.9 0.4
C-An-Scl 9.9 0,3 9.7 0.9
C-An-R 10,0 0.0 9.7 0.7
C-So-P 9.6 0.7 7.7 2.3
C-Sc-3oi 9.0 lA 7.0 2.7
C-30-R 1.5 7.0 2.S
T&ble 9
Aiial/Ble of Variance of Means of Correct Criteria or
Heaaone AaBoolatlona per Trial for tiitf Tenth
Trial and for all 10 Trials
Trial 10 Trials 1-10
Source df ----------------------------^^
Betwaan groupa 1? 2.56 1.96* 13,4o 13.53**
Within groupa 162 1,30 0,99
Total 179
Significant at .05 level.
Significant at <.0C1 level.
clentlflc criteria groups oonblned and the general mean of
9.9 for all nine anlmlatlo reasons groups. lionslgnlfloant
F's of 0.94 and O.52 (Table 10) were obtained for differ-
ences among the nine means for criteria groups and among the
nine m«ane for reasons groups, respectively.
Differences among aean correct responses per trial over
the 10 trials exhibited a similar pattern. That I0, the F
(Table 9) for differences among the means of all IS groups
was highly significant as was the ^ of 13,64 (<,001; 176 df)
for the differences between the general mean of 7,7 per
trial for the nine scientific criteria groups and that of
per trial for the nine animistic reasons groups. The
r»s for differences within each of these sets of nine groups
were not significant (Table 11). Thus, both measures sup-
port a conclusion of somewhat slower learning and lower
terminal trial achievement for scientific criteria than for
animistic reasons responses*
Anlmletlo responses
Scores for the animistic test ranged from zero for no
words responded to with "yes to 10 for all 10 words checked
"yes." M«ana of these scores for the 27 treatment combina-
tions were as low as 0,3 ^ot the g-An-R combination and as
high as 6.6 for £s In the A-Co-P group (Table 12) . At least
one animistic response was made by 63 per cent of all Sb and
by 20 per cent or more of the S^s of each combination. Every
JB In the ^So-P, ^An*P, A-An- l', A-Co-P, and C-Co-P, groups
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Table 10
Analysis of Variance of ^^eans of Correct Aeeoclatlons on the
Tenth Trial for the Nine 3cientlflo Criteria Groups
and for the N^ne AnimlBtlo Heasone Groups
Solentlfic Animistic
Source df Grl teria Reaeons
MS F F
Between groups 8 1.28 O.52 O.15 OS^
Within groups 81 2.^5 O.16
Total 89
51
Tabl« 11
Analyfiis of Variance of Means of Correct Aseoclstlons per
Trial foi* all 10 Trlalf for the Nine Soientlflo Criteria
Opoups and for the lUne Anlraletlo Reaaone Groups
Bouroe g£
scientific AnlDJlstlc
Criteria Heaeone
MS r M>' p
Between tsroupi S 3.42 I.92 0,22 I.05
Within groupi 51 1.7d 0,21
Total $9
52
Table 12
Ite&ne and SDa of Frequenolea of /mimlstlc
Keeponses for all 27 Corabinatlone
Combinations
'C ctti
A-An-p 6.0 2.2
A-'30»P 5.5 2.5
A-Co-P 6.6 2.9
S-An-P 6.3 2.5
2.1
6.0 l.S
C"Aa~? 2.0
C-So-P 5.« 2.2
6.2 2.5
A* An- Sol l.S 0.7
A-oQ-^cl 1.3 1.5
A-Co-301 1.2 0.9
3-An-eol 2.2 1.7
3-£c->gcl 1.7 1.5
1-22.-521 1.1 1.1
C-An-^ol 3.^ 1.^
G-So^Sci 1.5 1.7
£-£2.-£2l 1.8 l.S
A-An-R 2.
a
1.9
1.4 1.3
Ai-C^H 0.7
3-An»H 0.3 0.6
3-So«'R 1.2 1.2
2r22r£ 1.3 1.2
OAn-R 1.3 1.3
OSc-R 1.6 1.4
C-Co-H 2.1 1.1
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oh«oktd *yes» three tlmea or more.
The three-dlmenelonal analyala of variance BUiomarlted
In Table I3 Indleates that Inatruotlona had a algnlfloant
effect. Tl-ile was due to marked inoreasee In the anlmlatlc
responses of all nine groups which had been given poet In-
structions. ^elther acquisition of scientific criteria or
animistic reasons responses to test words nor of life re-
sponses to those criteria reasons either alone or In various
combinations Influenced anlfjilstlc responding. Nor were any
of the Interactions significant.
Since scientific criteria responses to test words were
not learned as rapidly or as well as animistic reasons,
there was a possibility that this Initial difference In
mastery might have accounted for the apparent Ineffective-
ness of acquisition of criteria or reasons lists. If so,
analyelB of covariance should be employed to oompenpate for
any effects of differential mastery of tiioec rec oases to
test vforde. ':!lnce analysis of oovarlance presupposes corre-
lations between learning scores of criteria- reasons lists
and animistic test scores, these were computed for those
scientific and regular Instruction groups combined and for
those poet Instruction groups which had had the same combi-
nations of th9 two learning tasks. Scientific and regular
instruction groups were combined because their animistic
test scores did not differ significantly and the combined
sooree would give rs based on more df . Because of
5^
Table 13
Analygl8 of Variance of Means of Anlmletlo Reaponeee
Source df F
Specific Aesooiations (A) 2
Criteria Aisoclatloas (0) 2 1.03
Tnstruotlone (I) 2
I X 0 k 7.17 1.32
I X A if lAl 1.37
C X A 3.05
I X C X A 3 6.15 l.U
Within (error)
TotaX 269
31gnlfloant at < .001 level.
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horaoganelty of tenthr^trlal scores within these groups, only
the oorrelatlons between correct responses per trial over
ttie 10 trials and animistic test scores were computed.
Since none of the resultant £s (Table l4) was significant at
the
.05 level, analysis of 00 variance was not indicated.
That is, differences in mastery of scientific criteria or
animistic reasons responses to test words were not related
to anlmiatio test scores.
Table I5 shows the number of animistlo responses to
«a«h of the 10 test words for each of the 2? treatment com-
binations. In order to assess main and interaction effects
of the different words, a score of '•l" was assigned to "yes"
responses and of "O'' to "no" responses. Although applica-
tion of analysis of variance to such scores is unorthodox,
Cochran (1950) *ia8 suggested and Justified its use with
scores of "1" and "0" obtained by somewhat similar assign-
ment of nafnerical values.
Since each 3 responded to all 10 words, words were the
baels of "within ^s* sources of the "mixed- type" analysis of
variance (Lindquiat, 1953) ot Table 16. Instructions, words,
and ttieir interaction gave rise to T'a significant at lese
than the .001 level. None of the other sources had signifi-
cant effects. The interaction was due to differences among
words in the absolute inoreasea in animistic responses to
test words produced by poet instructions* These increases
from the scientist and re^^ular instruction baseline ranged
56
Table ll^
Correlstlone B«tw«en Anlmlatlo HesnonseB and Correct Aesool-
atlone per Trial for the 10 Trials with Crlterla-Peasone
Llete for Scientific ana Regular Groups Combined
and for Poet Groups vhioh Had Had the Same
Cofflbinatione of Learning Tasks
"roura df r
A»/.n-Sol and A«»An-R 1!J 0.07
A»3o"P.cl and A-So^R 18 0.07
^ii2r£2l 5;-An-R 18 0.15
S*-l2r-l2l ^"'^ ;;"30«H 18 0.07
OAn-Soi and C-An-H 18 0,03
5r!lSrl2A. 2r-iJ2r3L 18 O.IS
A-An-P 8
i 0.19
8 0.06
8
8 oM
OSq-P 8 0.14
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Table 15
Frequenolea of Anlmlstlo R««pon«eB to Each
Teat Word for all 27 CJroupa
Groups
I u
Test WoraB
c c
Si
«
3
O 44
2
C
o
5
^otal
A-Aa-P
X-^-Tol
S-*30-H
Xmmmm ^gmmmmmm
-bO-R
Total
10
5
2
i+
2
5
10
2
3
2
9
i;
3
S
0
5
7
i;
6 7 6 7 1
2 1 1 0 1 V/
3 1 I 2 0 2
-L 0
3 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 X
7
1 6 6 6 a T«J nX
7 k 2 if 2 2 1 2
3 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
10 a 6 £J 7 7• « 2 0
3 0 1 1 1 1 2 2 0
9 10 5 7 k 6 4 3
2 3 X 1 0 1 1 0
3 2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1
3 3 2 3 2 3 3 0 0
7 9 k 5 5 3
^ I
S 6 7 7 2
2 0 1 0 0 0 1
3 2 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
^
1 1 0 0 0 2 0 1
a 2 0 1 1 1 0 0
5 6 k 1 1
7 8 6 9 3 6 \ 3 2
5 2 5 1 1 0 2 1 1
2
I
1 1 0 1 0 0
6
1 i
3 1 0 0
9 7 4 3 2
2 1 2 0 0 1 0
12^ 104 39 S5 70 69 67 3^ 25
60
18
12
13
I
16
63
12
18
21
13
14
4o
58
22
8
28
62
17
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Table 16
Analysis of Varlane« of Means of Frequencies of Animistic
Reeponsee to Each Test '^ord for all 27 Oroupe
^'ource df F
Instmotlone (I) 2 53.20 93.51*
Criteria Aasoolations (C) 2 0.10
Speolflo Associations (A) t 0.15
I X 0 k 0^72 1.33
I X A k 0.74 1.37
C X A k 0.30
I X C X A a 0.62 1.14
Between (error)
'Words (w) 9 ^.93 46,07*
C X W 0.12 1,12
A X W xi 0.10 -
I X W IS 0.J6 7.2g»
C X I X W 0.10 m
A X I X 3« 0.09
C X A X tf 3« 0.11 1.02
A X C X I X W 78 0.11 1.02
Within (error) 21S7 0.107
Total 2699 0.21
•Sisnlfleant at < .001 level.
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from only I3 for gasoline to 5S for wind. This Is thown In
Table I7 whioh gives frequencies of anlmlntlo reaponeea to
eaoh word by 3b In all 27 oombln».tiona and in the oorablna-
tloni whloh had scientist, regular, and poet Instruotiona.
Also given are absolute and percentage InoreaMs for each
word under poet Inatruotloas
. Theae absolute and percentage
values were calculated with the average of the frequencies
for the other two Instruction conditions as the baseline.
Percentage Increases under poet Inatruotlone were an
Inverse function of frequencies of animistic responses under
scientist axkl regular Instructions, When rank-orders of
percentage Increases and of average frequencies under scien-
tist and regular instructions wore correlated the rho was
-0.85 whioh Is significant at the ,01 level.
Although poet instructions produced greater increases
for some words than for others, rank-orders of words with
respect to their frequencies within each of these conditions
were similar , The coefficient of concordance for theae
ranks was oAf which is significant at the ,05 level.
Reasons for responses
The categories of reasons for animistic responses of
Table IJS were those employed previously (Simaiona ft Qoss,
1957); each is accompanied by illustrative inatancee. Table
19 gives the oatesorlos for nonanlraistio responses along
with representative instances of eaoh. InterJudge relia-
bility of assignment of reasons for aainiistic and
6o
Table 17
FVequenoy of Animistic Responsea to Teat Words for ell Sa and
for SB in sach Instruction Condition as well as Absolute
and lercentage Increaeas Due to 'oet Instructions
Worlds* All
Tnstruotion Conal tlons^»*
Uolen- Regu-
„ ^
tist lar
Aboolute
In-
crease***
Per-
centage
Tnoreases
Sea 27 ^7.5 155.7
Earth 12a 35 28 65 33.5 106.3
Sttn lOi^ Ik 66
Stars «9 90 12 57 256.2
Wind $3 7 11 67 5«.9
Lightning 70 u 10 3^5.5 366.7
Clouds 69 3 11 55 635.7
Pearl 67 10 ^3 31.0 25^.3
Matoh 3*^ 3 25 20.5 455.6
Gasoline 25 2 17 13.0 325.0
Arranged in order of decreasing frequency for all £s.
Since the number of 38 in each inatruotioa condition was
equal, only frequencree are presented.
••Absolute Increase from a baseline v.hloh is the average of
animistic responses under scientist and regular instructions.
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Table 18
H«a«on8 Categories with Examples of AnlmlBtlo Reiponsee which
were floored as falling into these Categories
Category Abbrevi'
ation Examples
MoTeaent
Contains
life
OL
Produces
effeots
£
Power
and/or
force
Changes
and/or
growi
C & G
Staa like laiy people Just floating
by enjoying life to the fullest. Has
Bovement. Always in motion. Moving
thing acting under its own power.
MoTement without external force from
man. They move and drift, 'isee in
the morning and sets in the evening.
Community of animals. Has many
living things in it. Made up of
living materials and living things.
Teems with living things. Contains
life. Composed of living molecules.
Contains living organisms. Living
things make it up.
You can feel it and see it. Bright-
ens sky in midst of darkness. Makes
sounds. Touches one gently or quite
roughly. Produces effects on nature
or humanity. Gives life and can make
things move. Produots sensations.
Source of power and force. Because
of its potential energy, it is force-
ful and can destroy things. Fury of
it seems human. It is wild, destruc-
tive and has great strength. Has
power of a giant. lossesses an un-
predictable force.
They grow and become either beautiful
or ugly. They are always changing
forms. It has many changes ooourring
by the minute. Has continually
changing moods. Because they can
grow. Lxhibite random and/or star-
tling change. Always changing from
oalmoess to fierceness.
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Table IS continue
d
Category Abbrevi-
ation Examples
Beauty & Things of beauty. Something lovely
and beautiful. Symbol of beauty.
Their exquisite beauty le almost
heavenly. Mystic beauty. Mature »8
expression of her beauty. Fxemplars
of whiteness and purity. It radiates
beauty
.
Super-
natural
Symbolic of the pagan gods. Syrabol
for Qod or some other ethereal power.
Qod*8 hand in wrath* The tool of the
devil. Acts like a Ood displeased
with his people.
Heat i We oan feel the heat oooilng from It.
It is our source of dally heat. It
gives off heat. Radiates heat
energy. Warm like a human body. It
gives off ItB own heat.
Product of
a living
thing
Comes from a living organism.
Elnerges from a living creature.
Comes from living material. Arises
from living matter. Comes from life.
Produced by a living object.
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Table I9
Reasons Categories with Examples of Nonanimlstlo Responses
which were Goored ae falling into these Categories
Category Abbrevi-
ation
Chemical
Composition
Reproduction
Unclassified
Inorganic
Metabollaa
Neither
Plant nor
Anloal
Artificial
Irritable
Movement
Hxamples
CC uaseoue material. Llqul hydrocar-
bon. Electrical energy. An organic
compound, /iaesea of water vapor.
Caused by differences In atrao spheric
pressure and temperature. Chemical
compound
•
Be£ Must be explicitly stated as such In
reason
•
Uno An object of the physical world. T
don't know. A match Is a match Is a
match. Exists In outer space. No
proof It l6 living. Too far away to
be living. A medium for organic
life
,
IhO Inorganic substance, Clothing organ-
ic In It. An Inorganic compound.
An Inorganic mass. Made of elements
which are Inorganic. Inorganic
entities and/or constituents.
iJU Must be explicitly stated as ouch In
reason
NPA :iot existing in any plant or animal
form. Neither a plant nor an animal.
Has no life In plant or animal sense.
Has no senses like plants or animals
have
Art It is man made, Man made object.
Man can make them. Manufactured ob-
ject. A product of man,
Irr Must be explicitly stated as such in
reason
,
Mov Ko control over Its own movement.
No intrinsic movement. No movement
without external force. Have no
movement. Does not exhibit motion
alone. Don*t move under their own
power.
6k
Table 19 continued
Category Abbrevi-
ation Examples
Protoplasm Pro Ie not composed of protoplaera. Has
no protoplasm. Contains no proto-
plas'n. No visible evidence of
protoplasm. Does not contain living
protoplasm.
No Peeling SL Hae no feeling:. Does not senaa
thintis. They are without feelings.
No feeling or desire.
Inanimate ink Made of inanimate elements. It is
an Inanimate object. Composed of
inanimate compounds.
Sttpematural An element of nature. An evil warn-
ing or a sign of the devil. No
will. Not caused by any Internal
life. Governed by natural laws.
Has no soul. Phenomenon of nature.
Expression of Ood's word.
Duration Pur It ean evaporate. Not lasting. Ap-
pear at times then disappears.
Lasts indefinitely. Can diselDate
itself completely. It occurs spo-
radically, i'.euter object used but
onoe. Momentary use.
Growth & Does not grow. No growth by Itself.
Doesn't change nor grow, will not
grow. Does not grow continually.
Not Material NWa Intangible. Too much like vapor and
therefore too immaterial. Can't get
hold of It. Can't see it. Not a
material object. No body.
Funotlon Fun No useful purpose. Cannot function
alone. No function for life. Has
no use or function in and for it-
self. Can do nothing by Itself,
Contractile Con lust be explicitly stated as such in
reason.
Not Dynamic NDy It is inert and not dynamic. Ho
dynamic characteristics In itself.
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nonanlralatlc raaTDonaea Into these two sets of oateeorleo was
obtained by oomoarlng two Judges' olaoslfl cation of the SIO
reasons In ;51 randomly seleoted protocols
. The writer was
one Judge. The other was an advanced graduate student In
peyohology who had had considerable exDerlence In scoring
Tsrojeotlve test orotooole obtained for both ollnloal and re-
aearoh Tmrnosen, There was dlaagreenient on only three of
the 810 reasons » or 99.6 per cent agreement.
Heasons for anlnaletlo responses .--Table 20 gives fre-
quencies of use of each class of reasons for animistic re-
sponses for each test word for sets of nine groups which had
the sane Instruction conditions. In Table 21 instruction
conditions have been disregarded,
For all 10 words, Su given scientist and regular In-
structions used "movement" and "contains life" most fre-
quently. Poet instructions Increased reasons In P& F
,
CJrjG, and B categories.
"Movement" occurred with significant frequencies for
animistic responses to all words but pearl, match, and gaso-
line. Only "sea" and "earth'' brought forth "contains life"
as an Important reaeon, Toet Instructions produced In-
oreases In £ reasons for all but pearl; In v&F reasons for
all but cloud, pearl, and match; and In C St d reasons for all
but gasoline. Frequency of use of "beauty" alio Increased
but only for stars and pearl. Although "supernatural" did
not occur with high frequencies to any single word, It was
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Table 20
FrequenolOB of Reasons for Aalmletlo Reaponeog to Each Word
8#papat«ly and Combined for Each of the Instruction Conditions
Words
Tnstruc- « xj « ^ eo S
;r o ^ ^ 5
jj 72^3231000 22
2: 21 30 3 10 0 1 2 0 1 0 6?5
t 3051130000 13
if F 2030330012 14Solentlat C ^ g 0212000111 g
(Gql) ""T"" 0000000100 1
f 1120110000 60064000010 110000000 12 23 17
ToBi y^'^n^'jTT'^mT'T iter
ft _o «o 0 ^
Total 27 2g 12
7 5
I
0 0 0
0 1 0 0 0
3 0 0 0 3 0 10
1 2 1 0 0 2
0 0 3 1 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 1 0 0 9
0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 S 0
-2 1
11 10 11 10 3 2 128
Poet C & G
(p)
Total
i^l 17 14 9 19 19 33 0 2 1 155
lU 3^^ 0 2 0 0 0 1 0 0 51
4 5 10 23 4 6 0 9 7
110 2 2 0 18 0 0 0 7
11
S 4 3 4 12 3 9 2 s 1
0 0 1 21 0 0 5 29 0 0
1 3
I
4 5 2 2 1 1
110 0 0 0 0 0 4 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 10
7« 57 S7 59 55 25 17 522
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Table ^1
Frequenoies of Reasons for Anlmletlo Reeponsea
to K«oh Word Separately and Combined
Heasone
Objeote
M Sk E P & F C AG P Sup H PL
Total
O A Moea Bit 5« 7 IS 0 0 3 0 0 139
Earth 83 §5 6 2 7 0 5 0 0 12«
&un 3 IX 1 13 0 loi^
Start 16 13 12 3 7 2X 7 10 0 «9
wind 0 27 13 0 5 0 0 85
Lightning 27 2 7 23 3 0 7 1 0 70
Clouds 39 3 6 1 12 5 3 0 0 69
Pearl 0 1 0 0 k 30 3 0 29 67
Match 2 1 12 1 9 0 1 5 3 3^
Qasollne 1 0 7 11 2 0 1 0 3 25
Total 213 16^ 103 77 68 57 ^-8 4o 35 3io
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used with eaoh word from one to nine times.
•Movement.* "beauty," *power»* and "heat," the anlmie-
tlo reaeons of the learning tasks, accounted for per cent
of the reasons given by Cs in all 2? conditions. In order
to determine whether learning life responses to animistic
reasons and/or acquiring reasons responses to test words
influenced frequencies with which these reasons were offered,
peroentaRes of their use as animistic reasons were deter-
mined for: (a) the three groups which learned both life re-
sponseq to reasons and reasons responses to test words, (b)
the six f5roup8 which acquired reasons responses to test
words, (o) the six groups which learned life responses to
reasons, and (d) the remaining 12 groups. The percentages
of animistic reasons in M, B, P, and H oategories combined
for these sets of groups were 67 .0, 52 .0, 44.6, and 4l,5
respectively. The ^ for the frequencies on which these
percentages were based was 23.27 which is significant at
beyond the .01 level with three df . Thus, groups which had
aeed the reanons wox^s in both learning tasks cited them
most frequently, S^s who had learned to associate them with
test words used them next most frequently, and these reasons
were least common amon^: groups which had had no nreanlraistlc
test exnerlenoe with them.
Reasons fo r nonanimistio responses Frequencies of
reasons for nonanimistio responses for each word separately
and oomblned and for instruction conditions both separately
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ana oorablMd ar« ahown in Tablet 22 and 23. "Chemical 00m-
Doeition" and "reoroduotion" accounted for 2« and I5 per
cent of nonaniraifltio responees, reepeotively
. They occurred
with almoflt equal frequencies to each word within soientlet,
regular, and Doet Inatructione, However, these frequencies
were somewhat lower for poet instructions. The Unc, InO,
•^etab
,
WPA
,
Mov
, and Proto categories were used consistently
but with lower frequencies under scientist and regular in-
structions. However, t;iven poet instructions, Sa virtually
abandoned these categories with the exception of unclassi-
fied reasons and the movement category for peart., match, and
gasoline, "Artificial" was cited alaost exclusively for
pearl, match, and gasoline.
When categories were ranked in terms of frequency of
use under the three instruction conditions, rank-order co-
efficients of
"•^•T^i ^.02, and - .02 were obtained for scien-
tist-regular, 8oienti8t->poet, and poet-regular pairs, re-
spectively. Thus, Doet instructions brought about marked
shifts in relative frequencies of use of nonaniroistio cate-
gories.
The three groups which had learned "life" responses to
soientific criteria as well as criteria resoonses to test
words, cited nonreDroductive, nonirri table, nonoontraotlle,
or nonastabolic 7^.?^ ner cent of the time as reasons for
nonanimistio reeoonaes. The percentages for tiie six groups
which had leamsd life responses to reproductive.
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Table 22
Frequenolea of Rtasone for ^Nonanlinlstio Hesponsea to Eaoh Word
Separately and Corobined for Eaoh of the Instruction Conditions
ft ord 8
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Table 22 continued
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Table 22 continued
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contractile, Irritable, and metabolic offered the negatlone
of these criteria as reasons for only 17,7 per cent of their
nonanlmlstlc responses. The percentage for Ss who had
aesoolated solftntlflc criteria with test words was 33.1,
Among the 12 remaining, groups, 26.7 P^i* cent of the reasons
were the scientific criteria.
The of 31-75 for the frequencies on which these per-
centage! were based is significant at beyond the ,01 level.
Thus, there was some carry-over of these learning experi-
ences to the animistic test. If 3^8 had learned scientific
criteria resDonses to test words with or without prior ac-
quisition of "life" responses, they used those criteria pro-
portionately more often than who had not had prior experl-
•noee with those criteria. On the other hand, use of repro-
duction, contractile. Irritable, and metabolic decreased the
likelihood that ^8 would cite their negations as reasons for
nonanlmlstlc resDonses,
Questionnaire
Table 24 lists traits which used to characterise
po^ts or solentlstB along with frequencies with which each
trait WAS oonf.ldered applicable to one or the other type of
individual. The most even "split" was 17^ or A per cent
for scientists and 35.6 per cent for ooete for "examine
nature." Only one ^ thought that scientists could be con-
sidered to "seek beauty." This trait and "emotional," "love
beauty," "Illogical," "unlnqulrlng, " and "love nature" were
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Table 2^^
FMqutnoleB with whloh all So Conaidered Eaoh
Trait Applicable to Poets or Scientists
Charaoterl7.ee
Poetp ^^cientlets
IdeallBtlo 229 hi
Easily discouraged 235 35
8a«k knowledge 11 259
Unimaginative 3S 232
InsenBltive to people 29 2^11
Emotional 265 5
Ignore beauty 3 267
Don*t underiitand people 226
Unemotional 3 267
IXlogieal 259 11
Inaginative 233 37
Pereiatent IS 252
I^ve beauty 263 7
tor% nature 2k& 22
tlnderatand people 222 ^S
Inquiaitive 15 255
Logical 5 265
Sensitive to people 236 3»^
Unlnqulrlng 257 13
Seek beauty 269 1
Realistio 15 255
Kxanine nature 96 17^
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oheoked as charaoterletlo of poets by at least 90 per oent
or more of ttie £8. Comparable peroentogee a^irted that "un-
emotional,'' "Ignore beauty," noglcel," •peek knov;ledge,
•Inquisitive," "reallatlo, " and •peralstent" should be ap-
plied to Bclentlate. Thue, £0 assigned different traits to
poets than to eolentlste*
Table 25 Bummarlzes frequencies with which S» Indicated
that poets or solentlate would use each of the four worde or
phrases which aooompanled each of the 10 v;ords of the anl-
ralstlo test. At least 2(J0 of the 270 £8 agreed that a par-
ticular word or phrase would be used by Bclentlsts or T>oet8
for all but the phrase "distant suns," Flfty^slx thought
poets would ueo this phrase to describe stare while 2lU
thought It would be the choice of scientists. Apparently,
therefore, 2,^ tt<ought that poets and sclentlpts v;ould differ
markedly In the ways each would talk about or describe ob-
jects to which test words referred.
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Table 25
rt»«qu«Aole8 with whloii all Ge Indlo&tod Poets or Colentlsts
would use Eaoh Word or Phras© Subsumed under the
XO Worde of the Anlmlatlo ieet
Worda and thrasea Poet
V'ould Use
run
burning oaaa of gasea
aouroe of heat and light
powerful and merolleaB
father of all thlnga
Cloude
visible aaaa of water particles
body of water and duat partlolee
lonely wanderers
white sheep In a pasture
Bea
restless and relentless
covers 2/3 of earth's aurfaoe
Interoontlnental basin of water
floiile friend
Lightning
angry
eleotrostatlo phenomenon
fury of tile Qods
eleotrloal dleohargs
Wind
current of air
enemy of peaoe and quiet
whispering words of nature
moving air
distant suns
luminous masses of gases
glow-worms of the universe
watchful, prophesying bodies
1
k
269
270
0
2
270
270
270
0
1
270
269
0
270
0
0
270
270
56
1
270
Scientist
Would Use
269
266
X
0
2P2U
0
0
0
270
269
0
1
270
0
270
270
0
0
266
2X4
269
2
0
Table 25 continued
Words and Phrase a ^ ^•^ '-^ clentlat
Would ITee Vould TJae
Farth
provider of life 260 10
rotating planet 0 270
spherical body In eolar flyetea 0 270
mother of men 270 0
Match
Ignites by friction 0 270
power and warmth 265 5
wood tipped with combuetiblee l 269
lonely 270 0
Pearl
translucent organic oompound 0 270
dazzling beauty 270 0
protective secretion 0 270
chaste 270 0
Oaeoline
marvellouB worker 26d 2
llqulrl hydrocarbon 0 27O
life-blood of car 266 k
combuetible liquid 1 269
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Diaouesion
There were no dlfferenoee In rates of learning or fifth-
trial levels of aohlevement araong groups which had aoquired
life reeponeee to either solentlflo criteria or aniralatio
peft<?oni ttimull. Reasons reeponsea to teet words were ao-
qulred more rapidly and were at higher levels of mastery on
the t•nt^l trial thaji scientific criteria responses. However,
nuniber of correct criteria or reasons responses over the 10
trials were not oorrelated with animistic test scores.
The relatively [greater mastery of anlmiatic reasons
than of scientific criteria probably reflects the assignment
of reasons to words in part on the basis of £a use of those
reasons to explain their aniraistlc responses • In addition,
animietlo reasons might have been more meaningful and/or
familiar than the scientific criteria.
jtttimiBtio responses
The ooourrenoe of one or more animistic response e in
the animlBtic tests of 63 per cent of the jSs la consistent
with Simmons and Goes* (1957) previous fincllng of 64 per
cent. Viol only did 20 per cent or more of the in all
treatment combinations give at least one anlraiatio response,
but also, under poet instructions, all £8 of five groups
checked "yes* to three or more test words. Thus, whatever
the epeolfic determinants of the animistic responses, these
go
results along with those of other Investigators (Bell, 195^*^;
Crannell, 195^; Crowell h Dole, 1957; Dennis, I953, 1957;
Lowrle. 195^; Voeks, 195^) leave little doubt that many col-
lage students do not always correctly apply the conoepts of
"living" and "nonliving" to test words, and presumably to
the objects to whloh these words refer.
Poet Instructions Increased anlmlstlo responses In all
groups so Instructed relative to regular and scientific In-
struction groups whloh had had the same sequences of pre-
test associative learning sxperlencee. Moreover, poet In-
etructlone Increased animistic responses to every test word.
Since these Increases are coraperable In magnitude to those
obtained previously (:-lmraons & Ooss, 1957). such Instruc-
tions can be used with confidence, henceforth, to aesure
high levele of animistic responding.
Several factors may account for the failure to obtain
main or Interaction effects from the learnlniv, tasks either
alone or In combination. One factor Is lack of transfer
from learning situations to the test situation. For the
animistic test, £6 were not told to use those responses they
had learned and also they were given different Instructions,
both of whloh may have decreased the similarity of test to
learning conditions. In the case of life responses to cri-
teria or reasons stimuli, these stimuli first occurred visu-
ally and one-by-one. In the animistic test they had to
occur first as oral or written responses, often In
oorapetltlon with other reeponaeg, and when written, they
were usually In contexts of other wordg. Life reapongei
were elicited regularly and "out loud« during le&rnlng In
contrast to their oowrt and probably leee regular occur-
rence during the teet.
Although the 10 word etlmull appeared In both crlterla-
reaeons Hate and the anlalatlo teat, the random orders In
which they appeared for leamln^j differed from t-helr teat
order. Also, the context In which they occurred during the
teat was different, uoh changes have produced decrements
In recall (MoGeooh A Irion, 1952; Reed, I93I). Criteria or
reasons responges were spoken during their acquisition and
elicited regularly. During the animistic test they were
written, a change which also occasions decrements In amountg
retained (.MoGeoch &. Irion, 1952), Thus, these several bases
of dissimilarity of stimuli and regponses of learning may
have precluded transfer of strong associations to reasons or
criteria 8tl!null . That gome trangfer took place, however,
Is indicated by the analysis of reasons for animistic and
nonanimietic responses. Gtroupe which had had animistic
reaaon-llfe regpongeg and test words-animistic reasong tagkg
uged those reasons responses raore frequently than groupg
which had one or the other task. In turn, these groups made
greater use of those reasons than groups which had neither
task. Also, these reasons were given more frequently by
groups which had acquired test-wordg-reasons associations
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than by those whioh learned life responset to thoae peaions.
The etlmulUB arid responec oondltlone of the former are prob-
ably more similar to teat conditions tlian those of the
latter,
nolentlflc criteria were offered as reasons for animis-
tic responses more frequently by groups which had learned to
associate those criteria to test words or who learned this
task plus responses to reproduction, irritable, oontraotlle,
and metabolic. Groups which had no experience with either
list used soientifiq criteria more frequently than groups
which had learned life responses to reproduction, irritable,
contractile » and metabolic. These words are, of course, the
opposite of Bcientiflo criteria for nonanimletlo responses.
Apparently, 3^8 experiences with them as stimuli reduced fre-
quencies of use of their negations as reasons for nonanimis*
tic responses.
Although transfer of criteria or reasons responses did
occur, degree of transfer mit^ht not have been sufficient to
effect animistic responscfl
.
Or, the requisite consequent
evocation of life responses alght not hsve ocourrecJ, This
might be particularly the oase for g-So-P, S-So-R, and
S-3c-8oi groups for whom nonreproductlve, nonoontractile,
nonirri table, end nonroetabollo had to be followed by repro-
duction, contractile, irritable, and metabolic if life re-
sponses were to be elicited.
Although less likely, degree of mastery of the learning
«3
1l«8ke aight have been lnaufflol«nt to assure tlie postulated
ohaln of events for words to criteria or reasons to life re-
sponses to oheoklnij "yes" or "no," Or, the i>ostulated chain
may have been fairly well established within the task of ac-
quiring criteria or reasons responses to test words but
atUl not In sufficient strent^th to overcome the effects of
the various conditions which ml^^^ht have made the learning
situations and animistic test dissimilar,
y\nother explanation might bo that the type of learning
procedure was lna<?eqUGte to assure dieorlmlnatlnn between
words referring to living and those referring to nonliving
objects. Both types of words may have to be Included In
lists of 'rfords to which scientific criteria and/or animistic
reasons responses are learned and perhaps, In the animistic
test as well*
nince one or more of these factors may have accounted
for the lack of Influence of the learning tasks, It seems
premature to draw any conclusions regarding the validity of
the (•) and (h) functions of the proposed stimulus-response
analysis of the determinants of responses to animistic test
words. Certainly, however, the present results are not en-
couraging. F'lther the analysis Is Incorrect or, with re-
spect to present knowledge, more sophisticated and Intensive
efforts will be necessary to assure realization of the
proper conditions for adequate tests of the analysis.
Peaeons
In agreenent with previous flndlnfe;e, '•raovement" and
"contains life" were the moat frequently t^lven reasons for
anlmletlo reeponeee. Rank-ordere of the frequenolea with
which other reasons were ustd ae well c-a frequencies of ani-
mistic responses to test words were essentially the same.
Presuraebly these reasons occur as responses to both
living ana nonliving; thln^^s. Therefore, Inappropriate re»
sponse-medlated a«>^erall»atlon of the "living" response Is
probably In large part rcsponslbls for ^s* animistic re-
sponses to test words. And, analysis of £b* conceptions of
how scientists and poets would respond to the test words
suj^gests that poet Instructions might have Increased the use
of mediating terras which would be likely to elicit responses
of "living."
3ea and earth were considered living most frequently
while raatch and gasoline elicited "yes" responses least fre-
quently • .'ot only does It seem probable that 'noet ^s had
previously acquired more and stronger reasons responses to
••a and tarth than to match and gasoline, but also the
former have probably occurred much more often In contexts In
whloh living things were mentioned.
The most frequently cited reasons for nonanlmlstlo re-
sponses were "oheciloal oonaposltlon" and "reproduction." For
the most part, the former consisted of quasl-sclentlflo
definitions. The latter was scored conservatively; that Is,
«5
a reapon«e vai to clasBined only If expllolt mention of re-
production had been made. "Chemical composition" reasons
may be attributed to transfer from pre-experlmental exposure
to the materials of solenoe courses. However, these defini-
tions tended to be used indiscriminately or regardless of
degree of appropriateness. •Peproduotlon" was one of the
scientific criteria used in learning* As was noted above,
learninti experiences with acientiflo criteria were related
to their occurrence as reasons. Of those criteria It seems
probable that most Sb had greater pre-experimental famili-
arity with reproduction than with any of the other three as
characteristic of living and inapplicable to nonliving
things. If 80, £8' citation of this reason more frequently
than the other three is conBlstent with general associative
principles.
Questionnaire
The findings of both parts of the questionnaire indi-
cated that £b dearly distinguished between scientists and
poets. In general, those traits which they held to be char-
acteristic of scientists were not attributed to poets and
slrailarly for attributes assigned to poets, '^ore apeclfi-
oally, poets were considered emotional, to love and seek
beauty, to be uninqulring and illogical. Logical, Inquisi-
tive, Ignore beauty, and persistent were the phrases most
consistently assigned to scientists.
Furthermore, when asked to check words or phrases with
S6
which poets or scientists would deaorlbe objects referred to
by words of the animistic test, 3e were almost unanimous In
ascribing eaoh word or phrase to either scientists or poets.
The only sxoeptlon among the words or phrases was "distant
suns" as a description of "stars* and only 56 of 270 thought
that poets rather than scientists would use this desorlDtlon,
Thus, 98 thought that poets and scientists should be de-
scribed with different traits and, more Importantly, they
differentiated between the two types with respect to the
sets of responses they might make to the test words. Al*
though the presence of such dissimilar responses was not
Alreotly observed during the animistic test, these findings
lend support to the (e) condition or function of the model
whloh assumes that poet and scientist Instructions arouse
different sets of responses and resultant stimuli.
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Animistic thinking hat been demonstrated in 38 of di-
verse baokcrounds and various age groups by means of several
responee-ellolting procedures. Thus, the occurrence of such
thinking Is a well-founded descriptive f«.ct. The study re-
ported here attempted to specify some of the potentially
more relevant determinants of anlraistlc thlnkln^i in more
precise fashion. The t^ieoretloal framework was a stimulus-
response paradigm within which animistic responses to test
words were attributed to generalization and discrimination
based on mediating stimuli and responses.
In oz*der to assess this paradigm and also to replicate
previous findings, animistic responses were investigated as
a function of: (a) experimental strengthening of associa-
tions between scientific criteria or animistic reasons stim-
uli and life responses, (b) acquisition of scientific cri-
teria or animistic reasons to test word stimuli, ©nd (o)
regular instructions for the animistic test alone as well as
such instructions supplemented by directions to respond like
scientists or poets. Xncludinf^ controls there were 27 treat-
ment combinations with 10 3s In each. Five and 10 paired-
associates learning trials were administered for the (a) and
(b) tasks respectively, after which Ss were Introduced to
the animistic test with regular, poet, or scientist instruc-
tions. A questionnaire was then given to determine 3b*
patttrns of asalgnment of varloue traitn to poets end eclen-
tlstG, and their oonceptlona of reaponaes whloh aclentlets
or poets would make to test words
•
Frequenciee of anlraletlc responses to all 10 test words
were Increased by poet instructions. Acquisition of life
responses to scientific criteria or animistic reasons and/or
of criteria or reasons responses to test words had no niain
or interaction effeote. "Movement" and "contains life" were
the most frequently t^iven reaeone for anLnistio responses
while the most frequently cited reasons for nonanimlBtic re-
sponses were "chemloul composition*' and "reproduotion.*"
suestlonnaire answers revealed tliat attribute dif-
ferent traits to scientictB and poets. Also, they thought
that these types of indlviauals would select different sets
of phrases to describe objects to which the test words
referred.
The failure of the learning tasks to influence animis-
tic responses was viewed as possibly due to lack of transfer
of such learning to the animistio test situation, insuffi-
cient mastery of the tasks, or use of a learning procedure
which did not assure experience in discriminative apnlloa-
tlon of concepts of living and nonliving. Therefore, oondl-
tione for a satisfactory test of the stimulus-reaponBe
analysis may not have been achieved. However, the question-
naire results provided support for the assumption of a dif-
ferent set of responses to poet than to scientist instruc-
tions.
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Appendix
AnliTilstio Teat
Name:_ Date:
I. 3un
Yes No RF;A30N3
2. Clouds
3. 3«a
^
.
Lightning
5 • wind
6«. stars
7. Tarth
«. Mktoh
9. Pearl
10, OaBollue
Inc tractions for the AnimiBtlc Test
Row we are bOlr% to try oomethlng different. First of
all, fill in the Information ofcllefi for (i.e., name and date)
at the top of the sheet of paper I have Just handed to you.
In particular, don't forget your name.
N«w, look at the list of words running down the left
hand side of the page. Theat words refer to a number of
different objects. T want you to indicate whether you think
th« objeot referred to by each of these words is "living" or
"not living." If you think the object referred to is "living"
put a check in the Yes oolumn opposite that word. If you
think the object referred to is "not living* plaoe a check
In the Nc^ column opposite the word. CHECK EVERY WOPD.
After you have placed a check in either the Yes or No
oolumn, give the reason or reasons why you checked Yes or No
for the objeot referred to by that word.
In deciding whether the object Is "living" or "not
living," I want you to respond or decide
j
'''•^ &S. i£ yo" wore ^ scientist —- e.g., Einstein,
Newton, Madam Curie, or > asteur
2) if you v/ere a poet e.g., Shakespeare,
Frost, Longfellow, or Homer
Are there any questions?
All right, go ahead.
Xike §^ scientist would
2a) like a poet would
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CiUestionnalre
A, LlBted below ar« a number of trait e or behavior patterne
some of which might characterize poets and sclentlBte.
Plret go down the left-hand column of blank spaces and
check (y) thoee traits which you think are typical or
moat oharaoterlatlo of POETS
. Then go down the rlgM-
heitiA oolunin and check (i/^) the traits which you think are
typical or most characteristic of SCIEKTISTB
.
°*^®^f^^2^^««B TPAT'n characterizesP0ET3 TRAIT SCIENTISTS
Idealistic
Baslly discouraged
____
Seek knowledge
____
Unimaginative
^„^^^__^ Insensitive to people
Emotional
Ignore beauty
Don't understand people
Unemotional
____
Illogical
Imaginative
Persistent
Love beauty
—
Love nature
Understand people
Inquisitive
Logical
Sensitive to people
Unlnqulrlng
Seek beauty
Realistic
Examine nature
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Questionnaire Continued
B. The worde of the llet which you have Just indicated as
referring to objects or events which are livin^i or non-
living are listed here again. Under each of these words
are four words or phraaee which people typically use to
describe or characterize the objects to which the worde
refer,
FIRST, go down the left-hand ooluan of blank spaces
and oheolt (i/) each of the words or phrases which you
think a l^ET would be most likely to use in describing
or characterizing the object or event. TIffiN, go down
the right-hand column of blank spaces and check U) each
of the words or phrases which you think a SCIKHTI3T
would be most likely to use in describing or character-
izing the object or event.
SCIENTIST
iwuld use
,,ould use
SUN
burning mass of gases
source of heat and light
powerful and laeroilese
father of all things
visible mass of water particles
body of water and dust particles
lonely wanderers
white sheep in a pasture
8IA
restless and relentless
covers 2/3 of earth* e surface
intercontinental basin of water
fickle friend
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CAtteitionnaire Continued
SCIENTIST
*ould use
^0^1^
Lit
angry
electroBtatlc phenomenon
fury of the Oode
electrical diecharge
WIND
current of air
enemy of peace and quiet
whleperlng words of nature
moving air
S7AR3
distant euns
luminous massea of gases
glow-worms of the univcree
watchful, prophesying bodies
EARTH
provider of life
rotating planet
spherical body in solar eye tea
mother of men
MATCH
ignites by friction
power and warmth
wood tipped with combustibles
lonely
9«
Questioanaire Continued
8CTENTI8T
'^a® would UB«
PEARL
translucent organic compound
datfllng beauty
protective accretion
ohaata
iiA £
marrelloue worker
liquid hydrocarbon
life-blood of oar
combustible liquid
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r^rellroinary '^ueatlofinaire
We are Intereated In what people think about people who
nalce oontrlbutlone In different areas. Two of these areas
are science and poetry. Please answer the questions below
as well as you can.
A, First of all POETS J
1, Would you please list the five (5) men or women you
ooneider to be the greatest ppets of all time of any
country or language.
2. How, would you please list as many traits or attri-
butes which you think, best describe or characterize
poetfl .
B. Now, SCIENTISTS!
1. Would you please list the five (5) men or women you
consider to be the greatest Boientiets of all time of
any country or language.
2. Now, would you please list as many traits or attri-
butes which you think best describe or characterise
scientists.
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Preliminary Qwstionnalre Continued
Listed below are 10 wordo which refer to different
natural objects or happenings, Now, think of POETS
. Write
after aaoh of these words as many other words or phrases asyou can which you think poets in general or, perhaps such
S
Qgts as Shakespeare, Wordsworth, or Frost, would use in
•scribing or oharaoterlElng the objecte or happenim-s to
which these words refer.
SEA
EARTH
SON
STARS
PEARL
WIND
LTGHTNINO
CLOUDS
MATCH
GASOLINE
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Preliminary >ue8tiomiaire Continued
Listed below are 10 words which refer to different
natural objects or happenings, Now, think of SCIENTISTS,
Write after each of these words as many other wox»d8 or
phrases as you can which you think soientiats in general or,
pertiapa such soientists as Newton, linsteln, Hadan Curie, or
Darwin, would use in describing or oharaoterizint^ the ob-jects or happenings to which these words refer.
8IA
KARTH
SUN
PEARL
WIND
LIGHTNING
CLOUDS
MATCH
GASOLINE
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InatruotlonB for aaBooiatlve learning: tasks
PLEASE DO NOT TOUCH TRE MATERIALS IN FRONT OP YOU
Thlt Ifi an ©x^f.erlraent In learning oorapltx verbal
material and not a peyohologloal teat. Therefore, ve are
not Interested In your reactions as an Individual but as a
naeiber of a group.
The card before you has a learning side and a test side.
The four booklets numbered T, II, III, iv are to be used for
learning. The test booklet is on the other side. Make no
marks on the learning booklets. You will write your answers
in the test booklet.
You will work with only one of the four learning book-
lets on a given trial. 1*11 tell you which one at the
beginning of each trial. Do not turn the numbered first
page of these booklets until T tell you to do so. When I
tell you to turn the numbered page you will find that on the
next page and on every page which follows there are two (2)
words or phrasea which together make a pair. You will have
four W aeconds to study and learn the pair of words on the
second page. At the end of the four (^) seconds I will
simply say "turn'' which is the signal for you to turn to the
next page on which another pair will appear. You will also
have four (^) seconds to study this pair as well as each
subsequent pair.
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InLtructiong Continued
After you have etudled the lact pair of wordo or
phreses In the learnings booklet you are using you will be
told to oloee that booklet. Then I will tell you to turn
the oard over and start to fill In the first answer sheet of
the test booklet. On this answer sheet you will find only
the first word or phrase of each of the pairs of the learn-
ing booklet you h/ ve Just studied, Uexl to each of these
words or phrases on tne one page, you will write the seoond
word or phrase of eaoh of the pairs In the learning booklet.
For example ; On the first page of a learning booklet
you might find DEBK MADE OF WOOD, iour task will be to
learn these words so well that when DESK appears alone in
the test booklet, you will be able to write MADE OF WOOD
next to It. on the seoond page of the seime learning booklet
fm Bight find CHAIR UPHOLSTERY and you will be expeoted
to write UPHOLSTERY next to CHAIR when It appears In the
test booklet underneath DESK. Xou will follow this seat
procedure with eaoh of the other pairs.
If you do not know the paired word or phrase, guess
since this will not hurt your score. Beoauss we are Inter*
•ftted only In your first response, eiren though you m»y want
to change your answer, do not erase or orofis out the answer
you wrote. Frasures or crossings out will not be scored.
The two (2) words or phrases which make up eaoh pair
10k
will aXvaya appeiUP together. Howw, the pairs appear In
different orders In eaeh of the learning booklets, Your
task will be to learn eaoh pair so well that when you see
only the first word or phrase of the pair In the test book-
let, you jjlll be able to write the correct second word or
phrase •
You will be given l6 seoonds to write your answers on
eaoh test sheet. At the end of the 16 seconds I will simply
say "stop." This will be the signal for you to turn the
oard over, back to the learning side iaiiQediately , and at the
•aae time to tear out the answer sheet you have Just used.
PQ It like this . Then write your name on eaoh torn out page
of the test booklet, after which you will pass this torn out
answer sheet in to your left where the examiner will collect
it* Be sure your name is on eaoh torn out page of the test
booklet before you pass it in« This same procedure will be
followed after eaoh trial.
Remember , follow the inatructions of the examiner and
turn the page exactly when told. You will have ample time
to learn each of the pairs.
Are tl-iere any questions?
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Tnetructlona Continued
Nov you will be glvtn another series of words or
phraeoe different from thoae you h&ve had already but in-
volvlng the s&me procedure.
Again, ae before, on every page of each of the learning
booklets there will be two (2) words or phraaee which
together make a pair. This Is still an experiment in learn-
ine oomplex verbal material. Your task, therefore, will be
to learn eaoh of the pairs so well that when only one word
or phrase of eaoh of the pairs appears in the test booklet
you will be able to write the correct second word or phrase.
You will be given four {k) seconds to learn each of the
pairs and ^K) seoonds to write your answers in the appropriate
sheet of the test booklet.
Remember, follow the ine true tione carefully and be sure
to promptly obey the signals and direotions of the examiner
and turn the page or booklet when told.
io6
Soorea on AnAmiatic Teat for each ^ of each group
Tttt wordft->oriteria
reasons aaaooiatlotis
Criteria reaaonc-llfe reeoonses
aeeocl^itlona
Instruo*
tiortB
Cub-
jecte
hi
So An Co An 'O vO
0 2 1 0 3 0 2 2 0
6 2 0 4 0 3 2 0 0
2 3 0 3 0 0 10 0
0 1 0 0 0 0 1 7 k
2 0 0 7 0 3 5 2
0 0 0 2 0 0 0 5 5
0 5 3 0 0 0 2
3 0 2 4 s 0 1 0 0
k 5 k 0 0 k 1 3 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3
0 0 2 0 3 5 0 0 0
3 2 3 0 0 1 0 2 0
0 0 1 0 0 0 2 2 6
6 0 2 2 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 7 1 0 8 0 3
0 0 0 2 p 0 0 1 6
0 0 0 0 7 2 1 7 1
0 0 5 0 0 0 3 1 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 2 0 0
2 1 0 2 7 0 0 0 0
Colentlst
(-01)
Regular
(R)
I
2
I
I
10
1
2
I
I
I
Poet
(P)
X
I
I
9
10
5
6
10
6 4
^ 6
9 6
5 10
9
0
7
0
6
I
6
6
5
3 7
g 5
9 6
« 9
7 3
8 10
0 6
3
2
7 5
8
6
6
s
5
1
5
7
0
9
7
I
6
0
3
I
6
3
0
6
I
k
$
1
9
3
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